Acute Performance Management

Relias Analytics Acute Performance Management accelerates continuous quality improvement and reduces variation in clinical and financial outcomes.

The Situation

Value-based care and sustained innovation requires everyone across the continuum of care to participate. Health systems are working to reduce cost and variation while providers are striving to deliver the best quality of care, and often both parties are acting with limited or irrelevant performance data. Technology and resource constraints prevent stakeholders from understanding where to focus their efforts, what will effect change, and how to improve outcomes.

The Relias Analytics Solution

Acute Performance Management helps healthcare professionals increase the quality, safety, and service of acute care while driving down waste and inefficiencies. By allowing care providers to directly access and analyze pertinent quality and cost data, this solution provides a complete view of care variation, quality and waste to facilitate multiple high impact process improvement (PI) initiatives simultaneously.

$7.8 million saved
by reducing knee replacement ALOS and OR time

$1.6 million cost reduction
from parts optimization

$1 million saved
through automated GRPO reporting

Acute Performance Management gives providers insight into where they can directly impact care quality.
Acute Performance Management offers:

- Key metrics delivered directly to physician and care teams via personalized dashboards
- Guided analytics targeted drill paths to facilitate root-cause analysis of problem areas
- Identification of “bright spot” performers to foster provider engagement and collaboration
- Targeted opportunities for improvements in quality, safety, efficiency and cost
- Data integration and automated analytics, eliminating the need for dedicated analyst support

**The Result**

With Acute Performance Management, physicians and clinical leaders are empowered with actionable insights to improve healthcare quality and achieve cost-savings, with minimal IT support and no data warehouse required.

- Relevant, timely quality and cost data insights give clinical leaders and physicians a complete view of care performance
- Focused initiatives accelerate acute performance improvement across the organization
- Optimize quality and value with care standardization and sharing of best practices

*Ready to see how Acute Performance can help your organization?*

**Understanding what is impacting value-based care metrics allows health systems to adjust their processes, and Relias suggests evidence-based best practices to close those gaps.**

**Provider-level insights help promote collaboration around best practices from bright spot performers.**

**ROI modeling empowers health systems and providers to focus their efforts where they will have measurable impact.**